
SNCC – The Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee

Membership: Students – both black and white joined in the protests 

Aims: To fight to de-segregate restaurants and diners.

Tactic: They organised “sit-ins”. This was where black students would sit in white only sections of restaurants and diners. They 
would refuse to move to the ‘coloured’ section.

Event: 1st February 1960 – In Woolworths cafe, Greensboro, North Carolina. Four SNCC members sat in the white section until 
closing time, they returned the next day with 23 other students. By the end of the third day 80 students were involved.

Short term consequences: 
- There was no violence from the protest and the locals and police did not interfere.
- It was a specular success, Woolworths lost 20% of its business and agreed to desegregate their lunch counters.

Long term consequences:
- Similar protests spread to other states. By April 1960, 2000 people had been arrested for this kind of protest.
- Reactions became more violent as local white racists would torment or abuse the sit-in protesters. Police often sided with the
local racists.
-Led to ‘jail not bail’ movement. This was where the students arrested refused bail (where you pay money for your release) and
instead stayed in prison. This meant that they stayed in prison until their trial. The idea was to flood and overwhelm the jails
and make the system unworkable.
-By 1961 801 towns and cities had desegregated cafes and restaurants due to sit-ins. 
-sit ins led to other forms of protest such as wade-ins (at segregated swimming pools) and ‘kneel-ins’ (at segregated churches).
-By 1961 it was estimated that 70,000 students had used the tactic of a sit-in
-Publicity was gained for the civil rights movement when television showed the non-violence of protestors in face of some 
violent white opponents. AT Grade:
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CORE – Congress for Racial Equality

Membership: Black and white activists, open to members of any age. 

Aims: The Supreme Court had announced that bus rides between different states should be desegregated in 1960, they 
wanted to prove that this was not happening everywhere and get an extreme reaction from local white racists. 

Actions: The members of CORE travelled on buses around the southern states, knowing that they would be attacked. They 
planned to show the rest of America how black people were being treated.

Events: In 1961, in Anniston, Alabama, the police allowed the local Ku Klux Klan to firebomb a bus. In Birmingham, another 
city in Alabama, the local police chief allowed racist mobs to attack the busses. In Montgomery, Alabama Freedom Riders 
were beat with baseball bats while the police refused to help.

Short term consequences:
- The Freedom Riders became national news and many local black communities worked together to support, feed and house 
the riders.
- The violence and anger from local white racists was extreme and the riders were beat up, wounded and attacked regularly. 
Their courage when continuing on their journey despite this inspired many.
- The Soviet Union (Russia) criticised the USA for its racism and attacks on the riders. 
- President Kennedy called the Riders “unpatriotic” and told them to “cool off” and stop embarrassing the USA immediately.

Long term consequences:
- President Kennedy finally changed his mind after massive anger from the public. He announced that all states had to fully 
comply with the law and de-segregate busses, waiting rooms, toilets and all facilities related to inter-state travel. 
- The national press blamed the Freedom Riders for provoking violence and said they were helping to create more racial 
tension and further split black and white Americans.
- Many other people were inspired to join the Civil Rights Movement and help fight for racial equality. AT Grade:
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